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Pascal Combes, Al Kassem Jebai, François Malrait, Philippe Martin, and Pierre Rouchon
Abstract—We propose an approach to modeling of AC motors
entirely based on analytical mechanics. Symmetry and connection
constraints are moreover incorporated in the energy function
from which the models are derived. The approach is especially
suited to handle magnetic saturation, but also directly recovers
the standard unsaturated models of the literature. The theory is
illustrated by some experimental data.
I. INTRODUCTION
GOOD models are usually paramount to design good con-trol laws. This is the case for AC motors —Permanent
Magnet Synchronous Motors (PMSM), Synchronous Reluc-
tance Motors (SynRM), Induction Motors (IM), . . . —, espe-
cially when “sensorless” control is considered. In this mode
of operation, neither the rotor position nor its velocity is
measured, and the control law must make do with only current
measurements; a suitable model is therefore essential to relate
the currents to the other variables. When operating above
moderately low speed, i.e., above about 10% of the rated
speed, models neglecting magnetic saturation are usually ac-
curate enough for control purposes; but at low speed, magnetic
(cross-)saturation must be taken into account, in particular
when high-frequency signal injection is used, see e.g. [1]–[4].
The usual approach is to first derive an unsaturated sinu-
soidal model of the motor by computing the magnetomotive
force and considering linear flux-current relations, see e.g. [5]–
[7]. If necessary, the model is then extended to take into
account magnetic saturation by using nonlinear flux-current
relations, see e.g. [5], and nonsinusoidal windings by adding
harmonics to the back-emf and torque, see e.g. [8], [9]. Besides
being rather tedious to carry out —even for the unsaturated
case—, this approach may be awkward to handle saturation.
Indeed the flux-current relations should respect the so-called
reciprocity conditions [10]; this is always the case for linear
flux-current relations, but can be troublesome to enforce in
more involved cases. Moreover, it is not easy to correctly de-
scribe the impact of saturation on the electromagnetic torque.
Finally, it usually requires a good knowledge of the motor
internal layout.
An alternative route is to use analytical mechanics, which
can be seen as a “top-down” approach compared to the
usual ”bottom-up" approach. Analytical mechanics models any
physical system by a single scalar function, related to energy,
which conveys all the required information to obtain a model.
It does not bring any new information with respect to first-
order principles (d’Alembert principle, Kirchoff laws, . . . ), but
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is often a convenient formulation when dealing with complex
systems. Energy-based modeling is not a new method, neither
in electromechanical systems [11], nor in control theory [12].
For AC motors, it is even customary to compute the elec-
tromagnetic torque by some energy/coenergy considerations,
see e.g. [5]–[7], though it remains an aid rather than a full
application of analytical mechanics.
In this paper, which extends the preliminary work [13], we
derive models of AC motors by relying solely on analytical
mechanics. The current-flux relations as well as the electro-
magnetic torque expression are expressed as partial derivatives
of a single “energy function” which encodes all the required
information, such as magnetic saturation. Moreover, we take
advantage of basic geometric symmetries enjoyed by any well-
built motor, and of constraints induced by the connections of
the motor windings, to simplify the models. This provides an
elegant and efficient way to model AC motors, with several
benefits:
• the unsaturated sinusoidal models are easily retrieved
as deriving from the simplest possible energy functions,
without requiring a precise knowledge of the motor
internal layout
• more importantly, it produces models which are by
construction “physically correct”, even in the saturated
non-sinusoidal case: the flux-current relations respect the
reciprocity conditions and are coherent with the electro-
magnetic torque, since all these quantities are derived
from a single energy function
• last but not least, it justifies the fact that a (star-connected)
saturated model can be expressed in the DQ (or dq)
frame. Indeed, saturation physically takes place in the
abc frame, and it is not obvious that the corresponding
nonlinearities behave well under a change of frames and
that the 0-axis can be decoupled. Though not completely
obvious, this issue is very seldom addressed in the
literature.
The approach turns out to be very effective in practice to
model saturated motors, since all the effort consists in suitably
“shaping” a single scalar function. This is illustrated and
experimentally validated in section VII on an actual PMSM.
The paper runs as follows: in section II, we recall the basics
of analytical mechanics, and apply them to AC motors; in
section III, we show how the useful standard frame changes
operate in our formalism; in section IV, we show how the
various geometric symmetries of AC motors constrain, hence
simplify, their energy functions; in section V, we do the
same with the connection constraints of the stator and rotor
windings; in section VI, we then put together all the material
of the previous sections to effortlessly recover the classical
unsaturated sinusoidal models; finally, we treat in section VII
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2the case of a real PMSM with non-sinusoidal and saturation
effects, including comparisons with experimental data.
We end this section with a few notations that will be used
throughout the paper. The coordinates of the 3 × 1 vector x
in the uvw frame are denoted by xuvw := (xu, xv, xw)T .
The Jacobian matrix of the (scalar or vector) function f is
∂xuvwf := (∂xuf, ∂xvf, ∂xwf), and its gradient is ∇xuvwf :=
(∂xuvwf)
T ; the Hessian of the scalar function g is thus
∂xuvw∇xuvwg. We will also use the following matrices: In,
the n× n identity matrix, and
J2 :=
(
0 −1
1 0
)
R2(η) :=
(
cos η − sin η
sin η cos η
)
J3 :=
0 −1 01 0 0
0 0 0
 R3(η) :=
cos η − sin η 0sin η cos η 0
0 0 1
 ;
notice the useful relation dRidη (η) = JiRi(η) for i = 2, 3.
II. ANALYTICAL MECHANICS AND AC MOTORS
A. Basics of analytical mechanics (see e.g. [14])
In analytical mechanics, the time evolution of a physical
system (mechanical, electrical, electromechanical, . . . ) is de-
scribed by the Euler-Lagrange equations,
dq
dt
= q˙ (1a)
d
dt
∇q˙L(q, q˙) = ∇qL(q, q˙) + F ; (1b)
the components of q ∈ Rn are called the generalized coor-
dinates, and those of q˙ ∈ Rn the generalized velocities. The
scalar function L, called the Lagrangian of the system, encodes
all the necessary information; in full generality it may also
depend on the time t, though it is not needed in this paper.
Finally, the vector function F represents the generalized forces
acting on the system.
One drawback of the Lagrangian formulation (1) is that it
does not yield a system of equations in state form, which
is not very convenient for control purposes. When L is not
degenerate, i.e., ∂q˙∇q˙L is full rank, the state form associated
to (1) can be obtained by the following Hamiltonian formu-
lation. The new scalar function H, called the Hamiltonian of
the system, is defined by
H(p, q) := q˙T p− L(q, q˙), (2)
where p := ∇q˙L(q, q˙) ∈ Rn is the vector of so-called
generalized momenta. In (2), q˙ must be expressed in terms
of p and q by inverting the relation p = ∇q˙L(q, q˙). It is not
necessary to perform this inversion explicitly to find the state
form. Indeed, we find using (2) that the differential of H is
dH = pT dq˙ + q˙T dp− ∂qLdq − ∂q˙Ldq˙
= q˙T dp− ∂qLdq.
Since by definition
dH = ∂pHdp+ ∂qHdq,
this immediately gives the state equations
dp
dt
= −∇qH(p, q) + F (3a)
dq
dt
= ∇pH(p, q), (3b)
by identifying the two expressions for dH and using (1). No-
tice in particular that q˙ = ∇pH(p, q), which gives the inverse
of the relation p = ∇q˙L(q, q˙). Moreover, differentiating
q˙ = ∇pH
(
∂q˙L(q, q˙), q
)
with respect to q˙ immediately yields
∂p∇pH · ∂q˙∇q˙L = I;
hence the nondegeneracy condition ∂q˙∇q˙L full rank is equiv-
alent to ∂p∇pH full rank.
Both the Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian have the dimen-
sion of energy. However, since
dL
dt
= ∂qLdq
dt
+ ∂q˙Ldq˙
dt
= ∂qLq˙ + d
dt
(∂q˙Lq˙)− d
dt
(∂q˙L) q˙
=
d
dt
(∂q˙Lq˙)−FT q˙
dH
dt
=
d
dt
(q˙T p)− dL
dt
= FT q˙,
the Hamiltonian is truly the energy of the system, whereas the
Lagangian has no physical meaning. Indeed the variation of H
over time is FT q˙, the work of the generalized forces along the
trajectory of the system; in particular, H is conserved when
F = 0.
B. Application to AC motors
The formulation presented in the previous section is now
applied to a general three-phase AC motor. A motor with
n pairs of poles has 3n identical stator windings, and we clas-
sically assume that the rotor can be modeled by 3n identical
windings as well (this idealization is valid in particular for
squirrel-cage IMs). As all the poles are built identically, the
motor can be reduced to a single pair of poles by considering
the electrical rotor angle θ := nθm instead of the mechanical
rotor angle θm. The three windings of the equivalent simplified
motor are labeled a, b and c. For such an electromechanical
system, the generalized coordinates are
q := (qabcs , q
abc
r , θ),
where qabcs is the vector of charges in the frame defined
by the stator windings, and qabcr , the vector of charges in
the frame defined by the rotor windings. These coordinates
are independent, as we consider for the time being that the
windings are unconnected; the connection constraints will be
dealt with in section V, see Figs. 2 and 3. The corresponding
generalized velocities are
q˙ := (ıabcs , ı
abc
r , ω),
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Figure 1. Power exchanges in an electric motor.
where in view of (1a) ıabcs is the vector of currents in the stator
windings, ıabcr is the vector of currents in the rotor windings,
and ω is the (electrical) angular velocity. As there is no storage
of electrical charges in the windings, the Lagrangian of the
motor does not depend on the charges, i.e., has the form
Labc(ıabcs , ıabcr , θ, ω).
To compute the generalized forces, we notice that according
to Fig. 1 the motor:
• receives the electrical power ıabcs
T
uabcs , where u
abc
s is the
vector of voltage drops across the stator windings; hence,
uabcs is a generalized force associated to the generalized
coordinate qabcs
• loses the electrical power Rsıabcs
T
ıabcs in its stator resis-
tance Rs; hence, −Rsıabcs is a generalized force associ-
ated to the generalized coordinate qabcs
• loses the electrical power Rrıabcr
T
ıabcr in the rotor re-
sistance Rr; hence, −Rrıabcr is the generalized force
associated to the generalized coordinate qabcr
• yields the mechanical power ωnTl, where Tl is the load
torque; hence, −Tln is the generalized force associated to
the generalized coordinate θ.
Taking into account these generalized forces, the Euler-
Lagrange equations (1) read
dθ
dt
= ω (5a)
d
dt
∇ıabcs Labc(ıabcs , ıabcr , θ, ω) = uabcs −Rsıabcs (5b)
d
dt
∇ıabcr Labc(ıabcs , ıabcr , θ, ω) = −Rrıabcr (5c)
d
dt
∇ωLabc(ıabcs , ıabcr , θ, ω) =
Te
n
− Tl
n
, (5d)
where the electromagnetic torque Te is defined by
Te := n∇θLabc(ıabcs , ıabcr , θ, ω); (6)
as Labc does not depend on qabcs and qabcr , it is useless to
include in (5) the two equations
dqabcs
dt
= ıabcs
dqabcr
dt
= ıabcr .
The system (5)-(6) is then completely defined once the scalar
function Labc is specified.
To get state equations we define the generalized momenta
p := (λabcs , λ
abc
r , ρ) associated to the generalized velocities by
λabcs := ∇ıabcs Labc(ıabcs , ıabcr , θ, ω) (7a)
λabcr := ∇ıabcr Labc(ıabcs , ıabcr , θ, ω) (7b)
ρ := n2∇ωLabc(ıabcs , ıabcr , θ, ω); (7c)
λabcs and λ
abc
r are the flux linkages of the stator and rotor
windings, and ρ is the kinetic momentum. The n2 factor in
(7c) stems from the fact that the transformation θ = nθm is
not normalized, so
ρ = n∇θ˙mLabc = n∇ωLabc · ∇θ˙mω = n2∇ωLabc.
As in (2), we define the Hamiltonian Habc by
Habc(λabcs , λabcr , θ, ρ) := ıabcs
T
λabcs +ωρ−Labc(ıabcs , ıabcr , θ, ρ).
The state equations (3) then read
dλabcs
dt
= uabcs −Rsıabcs (8a)
dλabcr
dt
= −Rrıabcr (8b)
dθ
dt
= ω (8c)
1
n
dρ
dt
= Te − Tl, (8d)
with
ıabcs = ∇λabcs Habc(λabcs , λabcr , θ, ρ) (9a)
ıabcr = ∇λabcr Habc(λabcs , λabcr , θ, ρ) (9b)
ω = n2∇ρHabc(λabcs , λabcr , θ, ρ) (9c)
Te = −n∇θHabc(λabcs , λabcr , θ, ρ); (9d)
as Habc does not depend on qabcs and qabcr , it is useless to
include in (8) the two equations
dqabcs
dt
= ∇λabcs Habc(λabcs , λabcr , θ, ρ)
dqabcr
dt
= ∇λabcr Habc(λabcs , λabcr , θ, ρ).
The system (8)-(9) is then completely defined as soon as the
scalar function Habc is given.
Notice that λabcs , λ
abc
r , ρ and θ are the “natural” variables
to write the system in state form, and turn out to be very
convenient for the analysis of models with magnetic saturation,
see e.g. section VII-B. It is of course possible to rewrite (5)-
(6) in state form with the variables ıabcs , ı
abc
r , θ and ω, but the
resulting system is more difficult to manipulate.
III. CHANGING FRAMES
The physical abc frame is not very convenient for computa-
tions. It is therefore customary to rewrite the motor equations
in an orthogonal frame. The constant abc-to-αβ0 transforma-
tion is first applied. A time-varying transformation is then
applied to express the stator and rotor variables in a common
frame; though the general case is no more difficult to handle,
we consider only the two most widely used transformations:
4• the αβ0-to-dq0 transformation, which expresses the stator
and rotor variables in the frame rotating at the angular
velocity ωs = dθsdt , where θs is the orientation of the
control voltage vector; ωs can be seen as a new control.
This transformation is commonly used for asynchronous
motors
• the αβ0-to-DQ0 transformation, which expresses the
stator variables in the rotor frame. This transformation
is commonly used for synchronous motors.
A. abc-to-αβ0 transformation
Define the αβ0 state variables
λαβ0s := Cλabcs
λαβ0r := Cλabcr
and the scalar function
Hαβ0(λαβ0s , λαβ0r , θ, ρ) := Habc(CTλαβ0s , CTλαβ0r , θ, ρ),
where C is the orthogonal matrix
C :=
√
2
3
 1 −
1
2 − 12
0
√
3
2 −
√
3
2√
2
2
√
2
2
√
2
2
 .
We then find
dλαβ0s
dt
= C dλ
abc
s
dt
= C(uabcs −Rsıabcs )
= Cuabcs −RsC∇λabcs Habc
= Cuabcs −RsCCT∇λαβ0s Hαβ0
dλαβ0r
dt
= −RrCCT∇λαβ0r Hαβ0.
This yields
dλαβ0s
dt
= uαβ0s −Rsıαβ0s (10a)
dλαβ0r
dt
= −Rrıαβ0r (10b)
dθ
dt
= ω (10c)
1
n
dρ
dt
= Te − Tl, (10d)
where uαβ0s := Cuabcs and
ıαβ0s := Cıabcs = ∇λαβ0s Hαβ0(λαβ0s , λαβ0r , θ, ρ) (11a)
ıαβ0r := Cıabcr = ∇λαβ0r Hαβ0(λαβ0s , λαβ0r , θ, ρ) (11b)
ω = n2∇ρHαβ0(λαβ0s , λαβ0r , θ, ρ) (11c)
Te = −n∇θHαβ0(λαβ0s , λαβ0r , θ, ρ). (11d)
Notice that (10)-(11) have the same structure as (8)-(9),
i.e., corresponds to a Hamiltonian formulation, with (uαβ0s −
Rsı
αβ0
s ,−Rrıαβ0r ,−Tl) as the vector of generalized forces.
The abc-to-αβ0 transformation is what is called a canonical
transformation, which preserves the Hamiltonian structure.
We emphasize that (11a) and (11b) automatically enforce
the reciprocity conditions which must be satisfied by any
reasonable motor model [10]; indeed,
∂ıαs
∂λβs
=
∂2Hαβ0
∂λβs ∂λαs
=
∂2Hαβ0
∂λαs ∂λ
β
s
=
∂ıβs
∂λαs
∂ıαr
∂λβr
=
∂2Hαβ0
∂λβr ∂λαr
=
∂2Hαβ0
∂λαr ∂λ
β
r
=
∂ıβr
∂λαr
.
B. αβ0-to-dq0 transformation
Define the dq0 variables
λdq0s := R3(−θs)λαβ0s
λdq0r := R3(θ − θs)λαβ0r
and the scalar function
Hdq0(λdq0s , λdq0r , θ, ρ; θs)
:= Hαβ0(R3(θs)λdq0s ,R3(θs − θ)λdq0r , θ, ρ).
We then find
dλdq0s
dt
=
d
dt
(R3(−θs)λαβ0s )
= R3(−θs)uαβ0s −R3(−θs)Rs∇λαβ0s Hαβ0
− ωsJ3R3(−θs)λαβ0s
= R3(−θs)uαβ0s −RsR3(−θs)R3(θs)∇λdq0s Hdq0
− ωsJ3λdq0s
dλdq0r
dt
=
d
dt
(R3(θ − θs)λαβ0r )
= −R3(θ − θs)Rr∇λαβ0r Hαβ0
− (ωs − ω)J3R3(θ − θs)λαβ0r
= −RrR3(θ − θs)R3(θs − θ)∇λdq0r Hdq0
− (ωs − ω)J3λdq0r ;
moreover Te = nλdq0r
TJ3ıdq0r − n∇θHdq0, since
∇θHdq0 = ∇θHαβ0 + ∂λαβ0r Hαβ0∇θ
(R3(θs − θ)λdq0r )
= ∇θHαβ0 − ∂λαβ0r Hαβ0R3(θs − θ)J3λdq0r
= ∇θHαβ0 + λdq0r
TJ3∇λdq0r Hdq0.
Finally, the transformed system reads
dλdq0s
dt
= udq0s −Rsıdq0s − J3ωsλdq0s (12a)
dλdq0r
dt
= −Rrıdq0r − J3(ωs − ω)λdq0r (12b)
dθ
dt
= ω (12c)
1
n
dρ
dt
= Te − Tl, (12d)
5where udq0s := R3(−θs)λαβ0s and
ıdq0s := R3(−θs)ıαβ0s
= ∇λdq0s Hdq0(λdq0s , λdq0r , θ, ρ; θs) (13a)
ıdq0r := R3(θ − θs)ıαβ0r
= ∇λdq0r Hdq0(λdq0s , λdq0r , θ, ρ; θs) (13b)
ω = n2∇ρHdq0(λdq0s , λdq0r , θ, ρ; θs) (13c)
Te = −n∇θHdq0(λdq0s , λdq0r , θ, ρ; θs) + nλdq0r
TJ3ıdq0r . (13d)
The αβ0-to-dq0 transformation is not canonical, as (12)-(13)
does not correspond to a Hamiltonian formulation, because
of the new terms in the equations of the flux linkages and
torque. This is not a problem for control purposes, and we
can still consider Hdq0 as the “pseudo-Hamiltonian” of the
system. Nevertheless, the reciprocity conditions
∂ıds
∂λqs
=
∂ıqs
∂λds
,
∂ıdr
∂λqr
=
∂ıqr
∂λdr
are still satisfied.
C. αβ0-to-DQ0 transformation
Define the DQ0 variables by
λDQ0s := R3(−θ)λαβ0s
λDQ0r := λ
αβ0
r
and the scalar function
HDQ0(λDQ0s , λDQ0r , θ, ρ) := Hαβ0(R3(θ)λDQ0s , λDQ0r , θ, ρ).
Proceeding as in the previous section, the transformed system
reads
dλDQ0s
dt
= uDQ0s −RsıDQ0s − J3ωλDQ0s (14a)
dλDQ0r
dt
= −RrıDQ0r (14b)
dθ
dt
= ω (14c)
1
n
dρ
dt
= Te − Tl, (14d)
where uDQ0s := R3(−θ)uαβ0s and
ıDQ0s := R3(−θ)ıαβ0s = ∇λDQ0s HDQ0(λDQ0s , λDQ0r , θ, ρ) (15a)
ıDQ0r := ı
αβ0
r = ∇λDQ0r HDQ0(λDQ0s , λDQ0r , θ, ρ) (15b)
ω = n2∇ρHDQ0(λDQ0s , λDQ0r , θ, ρ) (15c)
Te = −n∇θHDQ0(λDQ0s , λDQ0r , θ, ρ)
− nλDQ0s
TJ3ıDQ0s . (15d)
The αβ0-to-DQ0 transformation is also not canonical, but the
reciprocity conditions
∂ıDs
∂λQs
=
∂ıQs
∂λDs
,
∂ıDr
∂λQr
=
∂ıQr
∂λDr
are once again satisfied.
D. Summary: equations in a general xyz frame
We can summarize the models obtained in the frames abc,
αβ0, dq0 and DQ0 by writing them in a general xyz frame.
The state equations (8), (10), (12) and (14) then read
dλxyzs
dt
= uxyzs −Rsıxyzs − J3Ωxyzs λxyzs (16a)
dλxyzr
dt
= −Rrıxyzr − J3Ωxyzr λxyzr (16b)
dθ
dt
= ω (16c)
1
n
dρ
dt
= Te − Tl, (16d)
while the constitutive relations (9), (11), (13) and (15) read
ıxyzs = ∇λxyzs Hxyz(λxyzs , λxyzr , θ, ρ) (17a)
ıxyzr = ∇λxyzr Hxyz(λxyzs , λxyzr , θ, ρ) (17b)
ω = n2∇ρHxyz(λxyzs , λxyzr , θ, ρ) (17c)
Te = −n∇θHxyz(λxyzs , λxyzr , θ, ρ) + T xyze . (17d)
In (16)-(17), the frame-specific terms are characterized by
(Ωabcs ,Ω
abc
r , T
abc
e ) = (0, 0, 0) (18a)
(Ωαβ0s ,Ω
αβ0
r , T
αβ0
e ) = (0, 0, 0) (18b)
(Ωdq0s ,Ω
dq0
r , T
dq0
e ) = (ωs, ωs − ω, nλdq0r J3ıdq0r ) (18c)
(ΩDQ0s ,Ω
DQ0
r , T
DQ0
e ) = (ω, 0,−nλDQ0s J3ıDQ0s ). (18d)
These frame-specific terms are not zero in the dq0 and
DQ0 frames, because the transformations to these frames are
not canonical, hence (16)-(17) is in these cases only a “pseudo-
Hamiltonian” formulation.
IV. USING GEOMETRIC SYMMETRIES OF AC MOTORS
The geometric symmetries enjoyed by any well-built motor
constrain the form of its Hamiltonian, which facilitates its
determination. The idea is simple: when a symmetry leaves
the motor globally unchanged (meaning the new geometric
configuration is indistinguishable from the original one), then
the Hamiltonian is also unchanged.
A. Stator symmetry: circular permutation of stator phases
If the three stator phases, which are identical, are circularly
permuted, and the rotor is rotated by 2pi3 , the motor is globally
unchanged: indeed, rotating it by − 2pi3 gives back the initial
configuration. The Hamiltonian must therefore satisfy
Habc(λabcs , λabcr , θ, ρ) = Habc
(Pabcλabcs , λabcr , θ + 2pi3 , ρ),
where the phase permutation matrix Pabc is defined as
Pabc :=
0 0 11 0 0
0 1 0
 .
In the αβ0 frame, this invariance property reads
Hαβ0(λαβ0s , λαβ0r , θ, ρ)
= Habc(CTλαβ0s , CTλαβ0r , θ, ρ)
= Habc(PabcCTλαβ0s , CTλαβ0r , θ + 2pi3 , ρ)
= Hαβ0(CPabcCTλαβ0s , CCTλαβ0r , θ + 2pi3 , ρ)
= Hαβ0(R3( 2pi3 )λαβ0s , λαβ0r , θ + 2pi3 , ρ).
6In the DQ0 frame, this property is particularly simple,
HDQ0(λDQ0s , λDQ0r , θ, ρ)
= Hαβ0(R3(θ)λDQ0s , λDQ0r , θ, ρ)
= Hαβ0(R3( 2pi3 )R3(θ)λDQ0s , λDQ0r , θ + 2pi3 , ρ)
= HDQ0(R3(−θ − 2pi3 )R3( 2pi3 )R3(θ)λDQ0s ,
λDQ0r , θ +
2pi
3 , ρ
)
= HDQ0(λDQ0s , λDQ0r , θ + 2pi3 , ρ); (19)
in other words, the Hamiltonian in the DQ0 frame is
2pi
3 -periodic with respect to θ. Finally, in the dq0 frame,
Hdq0(λdq0s , λdq0r , θ, ρ)
= Hαβ0(R3(θs)λdq0s ,R3(θs − θ)λdq0r , θ, ρ)
= Hαβ0(R3( 2pi3 )R3(θs)λdq0s ,
R3(θs − θ)λdq0r , θ + 2pi3 , ρ
)
= Hdq0(R3(−θs)R3( 2pi3 )R3(θs)λdq0s ,
R3(θ + 2pi3 − θs)R3(θs − θ)λdq0r , θ + 2pi3 , ρ
)
= Hdq0(R3( 2pi3 )λdq0s ,R3( 2pi3 )λdq0r , θ + 2pi3 , ρ). (20)
B. Stator symmetry: reversal of stator flux linkages
As the opposite poles of the stator are identical, if the stator
flux linkages are reversed and the rotor is rotated by pi, the
motor is globally unchanged: indeed, rotating it by −pi gives
back the initial configuration. The Hamiltonian must therefore
satisfy
Habc(λabcs , λabcr , θ, ρ) = Habc(−λabcs , λabcr , θ + pi, ρ).
Proceeding as in the previous section, this yields
Hαβ0(λαβ0s , λαβ0r , θ, ρ)
= Hαβ0(−λαβ0s , λαβ0r , θ + pi, ρ)
HDQ0(λDs , λQs , λ0s, λDr , λQr , λ0r, θ, ρ)
= HDQ0(λDs , λQs ,−λ0s, λDr , λQr , λ0r, θ + pi, ρ) (21)
Hdq0(λds , λqs, λ0s, λdr , λqr, λ0r, θ, ρ)
= Hdq0(−λds ,−λqs,−λ0s,−λdr ,−λqr, λ0r, θ + pi, ρ). (22)
C. Rotor symmetry: reversal of rotor flux linkages
As the opposite poles of the rotor are identical, if the rotor
flux linkages are reversed and the rotor is rotated by pi, the
motor is globally unchanged: indeed, rotating it by −pi gives
back the initial configuration. The Hamiltonian must therefore
satisfy
Habc(λabcs , λabcr , θ, ρ) = Habc(λabcs ,−λabcr , θ + pi, ρ).
Proceeding as in the previous section, this yields
Hαβ0(λαβ0s , λαβ0r , θ, ρ)
= Hαβ0(λαβ0s ,−λαβ0r , θ + pi, ρ)
HDQ0(λDs , λQs , λ0s, λDr , λQr , λ0r, θ, ρ)
= HDQ0(−λDs ,−λQs , λ0s,−λDr ,−λQr ,−λ0r, θ + pi, ρ) (23)
Hdq0(λds , λqs, λ0s, λqr, λqr, λ0r, θ, ρ)
= Hdq0(λds , λqs, λ0s, λdr , λqr,−λ0r, θ + pi, ρ). (24)
D. Rotor symmetry: circular permutation of rotor phases/bars
In an induction motor, the rotor is invariant by a rotation
of angle η; for a wound-rotor motor η = 2pi3 , since the three
phases are identical; for a squirrel-cage motor η = 2pinr (with
nr the number of bars per pole pair), since the bars are
identical. Though this is a symmetry in the abc frame, it is
easier to express it in the αβ0 frame: if the rotor flux linkage
is rotated by −η around the 0-axis and the rotor is rotated
by η, the motor is globally unchanged. The Hamiltonian must
therefore satisfy
Hαβ0(λαβ0s , λαβ0r , θ, ρ) = Hαβ0
(
λαβ0s ,R3(−η)λαβ0r , θ+ η, ρ
)
.
In the dq0 frame,
Hdq0(λdq0s , λdq0r , θ, ρ)
= Hαβ0(R3(θs)λdq0s ,R3(θs − θ)λdq0r , θ + η, ρ)
= Hαβ0(R3(θs)λdq0s ,R3(−η)R3(θs − θ)λdq0r , θ + η, ρ)
= Hdq0(R3(−θs)R3(θs)λdq0s ,
R3(θ + η − θs)R3(−η)R3(θs − θ)λdq0r , θ + η, ρ
)
= Hdq0(λdq0s , λdq0r , θ + η, ρ). (25)
E. Stator and rotor symmetry: exchange of phases
When the rotor is symmetric with respect to a plane (without
loss of generality the a-axis belongs to this plane), if the
b and c phases are swapped in both the stator and the rotor,
and the direction of the rotation is reversed, the motor is
globally unchanged: indeed, a reflection gives back the initial
configuration. The Hamiltonian must therefore satisfy
Habc(λabcs , λabcr , θ, ρ) = Habc(Oabcλabcs ,Oabcλabcr ,−θ,−ρ),
where
Oabc :=
1 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
 .
Expressed in the αβ0 frame, this reads
Hαβ0(λαβ0s , λαβ0r , θ, ρ)
= Hαβ0(Oαβ0λαβ0s ,Oαβ0λαβ0r ,−θ,−ρ),
where
Oαβ0 := COabcC−1 =
1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 1
 .
In the DQ0 and dq0 frames,
HDQ0(λDQ0s , λDQ0r , θ, ρ)
= Hαβ0(R3(θ)λDQ0s , λDQ0r , θ, ρ)
= Hαβ0(Oαβ0R3(θ)λDQ0s ,Oαβ0λDQ0r ,−θ,−ρ)
= HDQ0(R3(θ)Oαβ0R3(θ)λDQ0s ,
Oαβ0λDQ0r ,−θ,−ρ
)
Hdq0(λdq0s , λdq0r , θ, ρ)
= Hdq0(R3(θs)Oαβ0R3(θs)λdq0s ,
R3(θs − θ)Oαβ0R3(θs − θ)λdq0r ,−θ,−ρ
)
.
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HDQ0(λDs , λQs , λ0s, λDr , λQr , λ0r, θ, ρ)
= HDQ0(λDs ,−λQs , λ0s, λDr ,−λQr , λ0r,−θ,−ρ) (26)
Hdq0(λds , λqs, λ0s, λdr , λqr, λ0r, θ, ρ)
= Hdq0(λds ,−λqs, λ0s, λdr ,−λqr, λ0r,−θ,−ρ). (27)
If the rotor is moreover symmetric with respect to the
orthogonal plane, the same reasoning yields
HDQ0(λDs , λQs , λ0s, λDr , λQr , λ0r, θ, ρ)
= HDQ0(−λDs , λQs , λ0s,−λDr , λQr , λ0r,−θ,−ρ) (28)
Hdq0(λds , λqs, λ0s, λdr , λqr, λ0r, θ, ρ)
= Hdq0(−λds , λqs, λ0s,−λdr , λqr, λ0r,−θ,−ρ). (29)
V. USING CONNECTION CONSTRAINTS
Up to now, we have been considering AC motors with
unconnected windings. In this section, we take these connec-
tions into account, which imposes constraints on the currents
involved in the equations derived in section II-B. We first
study how to handle constraints in the general framework of
analytical mechanics and then apply this to AC motors.
A. Analytical mechanics with constraints (see e.g. [14])
Constraints in analytical mechanics are of two kinds: holo-
nomic constraints g(q) = 0, where g(q) ∈ Rm; nonholonomic
constraints K(q)q˙ − k(q) = 0, where K(q) is a full-rank
m × n matrix and k(q) ∈ Rm. Notice that in view of (1a)
the holonomic constraint g(q) = 0 naturally gives rise to
the nonholonomic constraint g′(q)q˙ = 0; this nonholonomic
constraint is equivalent to the original holonomic constraint,
up to a constant which is determined by the initial value q(0).
The holonomic constraint g(q) = 0 can thus be handled in two
(equivalent) ways: on the one hand, assuming it is explicitly
solvable as q2 = h(q1), we can define the reduced Lagrangian
Lr(q1, q˙1) := L
(
q1, h(q1), q˙1, h
′(q1)q˙1
)
,
and proceed exactly as in section II-A with Lr instead of L;
on the other hand, rather than explicitly solving the constraint,
which may be cumbersome in practice, we can consider only
the associated nonholonomic constraint g′(q)q˙ = 0, and handle
it as any other nonholonomic constraint.
The nonholonomic constraint K(q)q˙− k(q) = 0 is handled
by introducing the so-called Lagrange multiplier µ ∈ Rm and
using the constrained version of the Euler-Lagrange equations
dq
dt
= q˙ (30a)
d
dt
∇q˙L = ∇qL(q, q˙) + F +KT (q)µ (30b)
0 = K(q)q˙ − k(q). (30c)
To obtain the Hamiltonian formulation, we then proceed as in
section II-A, but use (30a)-(30b) instead of (1). This yields
dp
dt
= −∇qH(p, q) + F +KT (q)µ (31a)
dq
dt
= ∇pH(p, q) (31b)
0 = K(q)∇pH(p, q)− k(q), (31c)
where we have replaced q˙ in (30c) by its expression (31b). This
is a differential-algebraic system with 2n differential equations
and m algebraic constraints for the 2n + m unknowns p, q
and µ. Of course, the initial condition (p0, q0) must respect
the constraint (31c).
Such a differential-algebraic may be difficult to handle, e.g.
for simulation purposes. If needed, (31) may be rewritten
as a purely differential system: first differentiate the con-
straint (31c) and use (31a)-(31b), which yields
0 = K
(
∂p∇pHdp
dt
+ ∂q∇pHdq
dt
)
+
(
K ′
dq
dt
)
∇pH− k′ dq
dt
= K∂p∇pHKTµ+K∂p∇pH(F −∇qH)
+
(
K∂q∇pH+K ′∇pH− k′
)∇pH;
since K is full rank and ∂p∇pH is invertible by assumption,
K∂p∇pHKT is invertible and the previous equation can be
solved for the Lagrange multiplier as
µ =M(p, q,F). (32)
The purely differential version of (31) is then
dp
dt
= −∇qH(p, q) + F +KT (q)M(p, q,F) (33a)
dq
dt
= ∇pH(p, q), (33b)
which can be readily simulated starting from any initial
condition (p0, q0) such that K(q0)∇pH(p0, q0)− k(q0) = 0.
B. Short-circuited rotor windings
The rotor windings of AC motors are usually short-circuited,
see Fig. 2a, which imposes the constraint ıar + ı
b
r + ı
c
r = 0. In
any frame xy0, this constraint reads
0 = ı0r := ∇λ0rHxy0(λxy0s , λxyr , λ0r, θ, ρ); (34)
if the (pseudo)-Hamiltonian is not degenerate, then
∂λ0r∇λ0rHxy0 6= 0, and λ0r = Λ0r(λxy0s , λxyr , θ, ρ) by the
implicit function theorem. Define now the function
Hxy0c (λxy0s , λxyr , θ, ρ)
:= Hxy0(λxy0s , λxyr ,Λ0r(λxy0s , λxyr , θ, ρ), θ, ρ).
Its gradients with respect to χ ∈ {λxy0s , λxyr , θ, ρ} are
∇χHxy0c (λxy0s , λxyr , θ, ρ)
= ∇χHxy0(. . .) +∇χΛ0r(. . .)∇λ0rHxy0(. . .)
= ∇χHxy0
(
λxy0s , λ
xy
r ,Λ
0
r(λ
xy0
s , λ
xy
r , θ, ρ), θ, ρ
)
,
where ∇λ0rHxy0(. . .) = 0 by (34). The (pseudo)-Hamiltonian
equations (16)-(17) with constraint (34) then split into two
decoupled subsystems:
• the unconstrained xy-subsystem, with state equations
dλxy0s
dt
= uxy0s −Rsıxy0s − J3Ωxy0s λxy0s (35a)
dλxyr
dt
= −Rrıxyr − J2Ωxy0r λxyr (35b)
dθ
dt
= ω (35c)
1
n
dρ
dt
= Te − Tl, (35d)
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Figure 2. Main rotor connection schemes.
and constitutive relations
ıxy0s = ∇λxy0s Hxy0c (λxy0s , λxyr , θ, ρ) (36a)
ıxyr = ∇λxyr Hxy0c (λxy0s , λxyr , θ, ρ) (36b)
ω = n2∇ρHxy0c (λxy0s , λxyr , θ, ρ) (36c)
Te = −n∇θHxy0c (λxy0s , λxyr , θ, ρ) + T xy0e ; (36d)
notice T dq0e = nλ
dq0
r J3ıdq0r = nλdqr J2ıdqr by (16)
• the constrained 0-subsystem
dλ0r
dt
= µ (37a)
0 = ∇λ0rHxy0(λxy0s , λxyr , λ0r, θ, ρ). (37b)
For simulation purposes, µ can be computed as a function
of the state variables using (32). Notice µ/
√
3 can be seen
as the voltage drop across the short-circuited windings a,
b and c, see Fig. 2a.
C. No rotor windings
PMSMs and SynRMs do not have rotor windings, which
can be translated into the 3-dimensional constraint
0 = ıxyzr (λ
xyz
s , λ
xyz
r , θ, ρ) := ∇λxyzr Hxyz(λxyzs , λxyzr , θ, ρ)
in any frame xyz; this simply means there are no currents
in the (fictitious) rotor windings. Proceeding then exactly as
in section V-B, we can invert the constraint and define the
function
Hxyz0 (λxyzs , θ, ρ) := Hxyz
(
λxyzs ,Λ
xyz
r (λ
xyz
s , θ, ρ), θ, ρ
)
,
yielding the two decoupled subsystems:
• the unconstrained stator subsystem, with state equations
dλxyzs
dt
= uxyzs −Rsıxyzs − J3Ωxyzs λxyzs (38a)
dθ
dt
= ω (38b)
1
n
dρ
dt
= Te − Tl, (38c)
and constitutive relations
ıxyzs = ∇λxyzs Hxyz0 (λxyzs , θ, ρ) (39a)
ω = n2∇ρHxyz0 (λxyzs , θ, ρ) (39b)
Te = −n∇θHxyz0 (λxyzs , θ, ρ) + T xyze ; (39c)
notice T dq0e = nλ
dq0
r J3ıdq0r = 0, see (16)
• the (3-dimensional) constrained rotor subsystem
dλxyzr
dt
= µ− J3Ωxyzr λxyzr (40a)
0 = ∇λxyzr Hxyz(λxyzs , λxyzr , θ, ρ). (40b)
For simulation purposes, µ can be computed as a function
of the state variables using (32). Notice µ can be seen
as the vector (µa, µb, µc) of voltage drops across the
(fictitious) rotor windings a, b and c, see Fig. 2b.
D. Star connection scheme
The stator windings of AC motors are usually star-
connected, see Fig. 3b, which imposes the constraint ıas +
ıbs + ı
c
s = 0. In this connection scheme, the potentials v
a
s , v
b
s
and vcs are impressed, and not the voltages drops across the
windings. The constrained version of (8a) reads
dλabcs
dt
= uabcs −Rsıabcs +
1√
3
11
1
µ.
Notice the voltage drops across the windings are by definition
vas − vN :=
dλas
dt
+Rsı
a
s = u
a
s + µ/
√
3
vbs − vN :=
dλbs
dt
+Rsı
b
s = u
b
s + µ/
√
3
vcs − vN :=
dλcs
dt
+Rsı
c
s = u
c
s + µ/
√
3.
In any frame xy0, this gives
vxys = u
xy
s (41a)
v0s −
√
3vN = u
0
s + µ, (41b)
and the constraint ıas + ı
b
s + ı
c
s = 0 reads
0 = ı0s := ∇λ0sHxy0(λxys , λ0s, λxy0r , θ, ρ).
Proceeding then exactly as in section V-B, we can invert the
constraint and define the function
Hxy0? (λxys , λxy0r , θ, ρ)
:= Hxy0(λxys ,Λ0s(λxys , λxy0r , θ, ρ), λxy0r , θ, ρ), (42)
yielding the two decoupled subsystems:
• the unconstrained xy-subsystem, with state equations
dλxys
dt
= vxys −Rsıxys − J2Ωxy0s λxys (43a)
dλxy0r
dt
= −Rrıxy0r − J3Ωxy0r λxy0r (43b)
dθ
dt
= ω (43c)
1
n
dρ
dt
= Te − Tl, (43d)
and constitutive relations
ıxys = ∇λxys Hxy0? (λxys , λxy0r , θ, ρ) (44a)
ıxy0r = ∇λxy0r Hxy0? (λxys , λxy0r , θ, ρ) (44b)
ω = n2∇ρHxy0? (λxys , λxy0r , θ, ρ) (44c)
Te = −n∇θHxy0? (λxys , λxy0r , θ, ρ) + T xy0e ; (44d)
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Figure 3. Main stator connection schemes.
notice TDQ0e = −nλDQs J2ıDQs , see (16)
• the constrained 0-subsystem
dλ0s
dt
= u0s + µ (45a)
0 = ∇λ0sHxy0(λxy0s , λxy0r , θ, ρ). (45b)
Time differentiating (45b) yields
0 = ∂λ0s∇λ0sHxy0
dλ0s
dt
+ f(λxys , λ
0
s, λ
xy0
r , θ; v
xy
s , Tl),
hence the purely differential version of (45) is
dλ0s
dt
= −(∂λ0s∇λ0sHxy0)−1f(λxys , λ0s, λxy0r , θ; vxys , Tl);
this is of course the same as using (32), but more direct.
Since this equation is expressed in terms of the state
variables and the (known) inputs vxys and Tl, it can be
simulated. If desired, the potential vN of the star point
can then be computed using (41b).
E. Summary: constraints, change of frames, and decoupling
In the literature, it is usually taken for granted that control-
oriented models of AC motors can be expressed in the DQ
(or dq) frame, i.e., involve a transformation from the physical
abc frame and decoupling from the 0-axis. Whereas this is
easily justified for unsaturated sinusoidal models, the situation
is more delicate for saturated models. Indeed, saturations
physically takes place in the abc frame, and it is not obvious
that the corresponding nonlinearities behave well under a
change of frames and result in decoupling of the 0-axis. One
interest of the energy-based modeling approach is to fully
justify this decoupling for star-connected motors.
For a star-connected motor with rotor windings, we can
combine the results of sections V-B and V-D and define a
(pseudo)-Hamiltonian Hxyc? (λxys , λxyr , θ, ρ) independent of the
0-variables. This yields the unconstrained xy-subsystem, with
state equations
dλxys
dt
= vxys −Rsıxys − J2Ωxys λxys (46a)
dλxyr
dt
= −Rrıxyr − J2Ωxyr λxyr (46b)
dθ
dt
= ω (46c)
1
n
dρ
dt
= Te − Tl, (46d)
and constitutive relations
ıxys = ∇λxys Hxyc? (λxys , λxyr , θ, ρ) (47a)
ıxyr = ∇λxyr Hxyc? (λxys , λxyr , θ, ρ) (47b)
ω = n2∇ρHxyc? (λxys , λxyr , θ, ρ) (47c)
Te = −n∇θHxyc? (λxys , λxyr , θ, ρ) + T xye , (47d)
where the frame-specific terms are given by
(Ωαβs ,Ω
αβ
r , T
αβ
e ) = (0, 0, 0) (48a)
(Ωdqs ,Ω
dq
r , T
dq
e ) = (ωs, ωs − ω, nλdqr J2ıdqr ) (48b)
(ΩDQs ,Ω
DQ
r , T
DQ
e ) = (ω, 0,−nλDQs J2ıDQs ). (48c)
For a star-connected motor without rotor windings, we can
combine the results of sections V-C and V-D and define a
(pseudo)-Hamiltonian Hxy0? (λxys , θ, ρ) independent of the 0-
variables. This yields the unconstrained xy-subsystem, with
state equations
dλxys
dt
= vxys −Rsıxys − J2Ωxys λxys (49a)
dθ
dt
= ω (49b)
1
n
dρ
dt
= Te − Tl, (49c)
and constitutive relations
ıxys = ∇λxys Hxy0? (λxys , θ, ρ) (50a)
ω = n2∇ρHxy0? (λxys , θ, ρ) (50b)
Te = −n∇θHxy0? (λxys , θ, ρ) + T xye , (50c)
where the frame-specific terms are given by
(Ωαβs , T
αβ
e ) = (0, 0) (51a)
(Ωdqs , T
dq
e ) = (ωs, 0) (51b)
(ΩDQs , T
DQ
e ) = (ω,−nλDQs J2ıDQs ). (51c)
In both previous cases, the full (pseudo)-Hamiltonian Hxy0
is required only if the stator and rotor 0-subsystems are
needed, which is usually not the case for control purposes.
VI. UNSATURATED SINUSOIDAL MODELS OF AC MOTORS
In this section, we recover the classical models of the liter-
ature, namely unsaturated sinusoidal models. This is achieved
by encoding in the (pseudo)-Hamiltonians the corresponding
macroscopic assumptions, and taking advantage of the sym-
metries of section IV and the constraints of section V. It is
remarkable that no information beyond that is needed. The
simplicity of the derivation is to be contrasted with the usual
approach, see e.g. [5]–[7].
In electro-mechanical devices, the energy is of two kinds:
mechanical energy and magnetic energy. As we are not inter-
ested in modeling the load, we consider here the simplest form
for the mechanical energy, namely ρ
2
2Jn2 , which corresponds
to a simple load with constant inertia; notice (15c) reads in
this case ω = ρJ . On the other hand, experimental observations
show that the magnetic energy does not depend on the rotor
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velocity, hence on the kinetic momentum. We therefore seek
the (pseudo)-Hamiltonian in the form
HDQ0(λDQ0s , λDQ0r , θ, ρ) =
ρ2
2Jn2
+HDQ0m (λDQ0s , λDQ0r , θ),
where HDQ0m is the magnetic energy. The DQ0 frame (or
dq0 frame for the IM) is chosen, because it yields simpler
equations. We then invoke the two main simplifying assump-
tions made in basic modeling of AC motors:
• the magnetic circuit is unsaturated, i.e., the flux-current
relations are linear. This is equivalent to HDQ0m (or
Hdq0m for the IM) being at most quadratic with respect
to the flux linkages
• the windings are sinusoidally distributed. This is equiv-
alent to HDQ0m (or Hdq0m for the IM) being independent
of θ.
The most general magnetic energy corresponding to these
assumptions is therefore
HDQ0m (λDQ0s , λDQ0r ) := a+ bTλDQ0s + cTλDQ0r
+ λDQ0s
T
DλDQ0s + λ
DQ0
r
T
EλDQ0s + λ
DQ0
r
T
FλDQ0r (52)
(or a similar expression of Hdq0m for the IM), where a is a
constant, b and c are 3× 1 constant vectors and D, E and F
are 3× 3 constant matrices; without loss of generality, D and
F (but not E) are assumed symmetric. Notice a does not
enter the equations (3) of analytical mechanics, hence can be
freely chosen; the magnetic energy is thus parametrized by
3 + 3 + 6 + 9 + 6 = 27 coefficients. By merely using the
symmetries of section IV and the constraints of section V,
many of these 27 coefficients are in fact linked, which will
directly yield the classical unsaturated sinusoidal models.
Notice these models turn out to split into a DQ- (or dq-)
part and a 0-part, even without assuming a star connection,
which is typical of unsaturated models.
A. Synchronous Reluctant Motor
As the SynRM has no rotor windings, its magnetic energy is
independent of the rotor flux linkage according to section V-C;
this implies that in (52), c = 03,1 and E = F = 03,3. On the
other hand, the stator enjoys the symmetry of section IV-B;
by (21), the coefficients in the odd powers of λ0s are therefore
zero, i.e., b3 = D13 = D23 = D31 = D32 = 0. Moreover,
the rotor is symmetric with respect to two orthogonal planes
containing the D- and Q-axes, hence by (26) and (28), the
coefficients in the odd powers of λDs and λ
Q
s are zero, i.e.,
b1 = b2 = D12 = D21 = 0.
Choosing a := 0, the simplest (pseudo)-Hamiltonian for the
SynRM then reads in the DQ0 frame
HDQ0(λDQ0s , θ, ρ) =
ρ2
2Jn2
+
1
2
ΓDs λ
D
s
2
+
1
2
ΓQs λ
Q
s
2
+
1
2
Γ0s λ
0
s
2
,
where the coefficients have been renamed
ΓDs := 2D11 Γ
Q
s := 2D22 Γ
0
s := 2D33.
Specializing (14)-(15) to this case yields
dλDQs
dt
= uDQs −RsıDQs − J2ωλDQs (53a)
dλ0s
dt
= u0s −Rsı0s (53b)
dθ
dt
= ω (53c)
J
n
dω
dt
= n(ΓQs − ΓDs )λDs λQs − Tl, (53d)
with flux-current relations
ıDs = Γ
D
s λ
D
s (54a)
ıQs = Γ
Q
s λ
Q
s (54b)
ı0s = Γ
0
s λ
0
s. (54c)
This is the classical model of the unsaturated sinusoidal
SynRM. When the motor is star-connected, (53b) and (54c)
imply 0 = ı0s = λ
0
s = u
0
s, which is used in the reduction from
3 to 2 axes of the classical model derivation of the model.
B. Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor
Like the SynRM, the PMSM has no rotor windings, hence
c = 03,1 and E = F = 03,3; similarly, (21) imposes
b3 = D13 = D23 = D31 = D32 = 0. By construction,
the geometric saliency is aligned with the permanent magnet
flux, which means the rotor is symmetric with respect to the
plane defined by the D- and 0- axes (provided the D-axis is
chosen aligned with the permanent magnet flux); therefore,
(26) implies b2 = D12 = D21 = 0.
Choosing a := b
2
1
4D11
, the simplest (pseudo)-Hamiltonian for
the PMSM then reads in the DQ0 frame
HDQ0(λDQ0s , θ, ρ) =
ρ2
2Jn2
+
1
2
ΓDs (λ
D
s − ΦM )2 +
1
2
ΓQs λ
Q
s
2
+
1
2
Γ0s λ
0
s
2
(55)
where the coefficients have been renamed
ΦM = − b1
2D11
ΓDs := 2D11 Γ
Q
s := 2D22 Γ
0
s := 2D33.
Notice ΦM represents the magnitude of the permanent magnet
flux. Specializing (14)-(15) to this case yields
dλDQs
dt
= uDQs −RsıDQs − J2ωλDQs (56a)
dλ0s
dt
= u0s −Rsı0s (56b)
dθ
dt
= ω (56c)
J
n
dω
dt
= nΓQs λ
Q
s ΦM + n(Γ
Q
s − ΓDs )λDs λQs − Tl, (56d)
with flux-current relations
ıDs = Γ
D
s (λ
D
s − ΦM ) (57a)
ıQs = Γ
Q
s λ
Q
s (57b)
ı0s = Γ
0
s λ
0
s. (57c)
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This is the classical model of the (salient) unsaturated sinu-
soidal PMSM; the non-salient PMSM is obtained with ΓDs =
ΓQs = Γs, in which case the electro-magnetic torque reduces
to Te = nΓQs λ
Q
s ΦM . When the motor is star-connected, (56b)
and (57c) imply 0 = ı0s = λ
0
s = u
0
s, which is used in the
reduction from 3 to 2 axes of the classical model.
Notice that when ΦM = 0, (56)-(57) boil down the
unsaturated sinusoidal SynRM (53)-(54).
C. Induction motor
The stator enjoys the symmetry of section IV-A; as
Hdq0 does not depend on θ, (20) reads
Hdq0(λdq0s , λdq0r , ρ) = Hdq0
(R3(η)λdq0s ,R3(η)λdq0r , ρ)
for η ∈ { 2pi3 , 4pi3 }, which implies
bTR3(η) = bT
cTR3(η) = cT
RT3 (η)DR3(η) = D
RT3 (η)ER3(η) = E
RT3 (η)FR3(η) = F.
As a consequence, b1 = b2 = c1 = c2 = 0, and D, E and F
have the form ξ −ζ 0ζ ξ 0
0 0 χ
 ;
as D and F are on the other hand symmetric, they are
therefore diagonal. Moreover, b3 = E33 = 0 by the symmetry
condition (22), and c3 = 0 by the symmetry condition (24);
finally, the rotor is symmetric with respect to a plane (and even
with respect to 3 planes, as we consider the rotor composed of
3 identical windings), hence E21 = E12 = 0 by the symmetry
condition (26).
Choosing a := 0, the simplest (pseudo)-Hamiltonian for the
IM then reads in the dq0 frame
Hdq0(λdq0s , λdq0r , θ, ρ) =
ρ2
2Jn2
+
1
2
Γ0lsλ
0
s
2
+
1
2
Γ0lrλ
0
r
2
+
1
2
(λdqs + λ
dq
r )
TΓm(λ
dq
s + λ
dq
r )
+
1
2
λdqs
T
Γlsλ
dq
s +
1
2
λdqr
T
Γlrλ
dq
r ,
where the coefficients have been renamed
Γm := E11 = E22
Γls := 2D11 − E11 = 2D22 − E22
Γlr := 2F11 − E11 = 2F22 − E22
Γ0ls := 2D33
Γ0lr := 2F33.
Table I
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE MOTOR USED IN TESTS
Rated power 1500 W
Rated speed 3000 rpm
Rated torque 6.06 N m
Rated current (peak) 5.19 A
Rated voltage (peak) 245 V
Pole pairs n 5
Moment of inertia J 5.3× 10−3 kg m2
Stator resistance Rs 2.1 Ω
Magnet field ΦM 0.155 Wb
Specializing (12)-(13) to this case yields
dλdqs
dt
= udqs −Rsıdqs − J2ωsλdqs (58a)
dλ0s
dt
= u0s −Rsı0s (58b)
dλdqr
dt
= −Rrıdqr − J2(ωs − ω)λdqr (58c)
dλ0r
dt
= −Rrı0r (58d)
dθ
dt
= ω (58e)
J
n
dω
dt
= nλdqr
TJ2ıdqr − Tl, (58f)
with flux-current relations
ıdqs = Γm(λ
dq
s + λ
dq
r ) + Γlsλ
dq
s (59a)
ı0s = Γ
0
lsλ
0
s (59b)
ıdqr = Γm(λ
dq
s + λ
dq
r ) + Γlrλ
dq
r (59c)
ı0r = Γ
0
lrλ
0
r. (59d)
This is the classical model of the unsaturated sinusoidal IM.
When the motor is star-connected, (58b) and (59b) imply
0 = ı0s = λ
0
s = u
0
s; since the rotor windings are short-
circuited, (58d) and (59d) imply 0 = ı0r = λ
0
r; this is used
in the reduction from 3 to 2 axes of the classical model.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION ON A PMSM
We now validate the theory developed in the previ-
ous sections by experiments on an actual Surface-Mounted
PMSM with Surface-Mounted Magnets (SPMSM). The motor
(BMP1002F, see rated parameters in table I) is a high-end
motor specifically designed for motion control, hence exhibit
rather small non-sinusoidal and saturation effects; it was nev-
ertheless chosen, because the star-point is accessible. Besides
the motor, the experimental setup comprises a power stage
taken from a Schneider Electric ATV71 1.5 kW drive, a 4 kW
load machine, and a dSpace environment. The motor is star-
connected in all the experiments.
As in section VI, we consider the simplest mechanical
energy ρ2Jn2 and a magnetic energy HDQ0m independent of the
kinetic momentum ρ. Following section V-E, we can define a
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magnetic energy function HDQm0?(λDQs , θ) independent of the
0-variables, yielding the unconstrained DQ-subsystem
dλDQs
dt
= vDQs −RsıDQs − J2ωλDQs (60a)
dθ
dt
= ω (60b)
J
n
dω
dt
= Te − Tl, (60c)
with constitutive relations
ıDQs = ∇λDQs H
DQ
m0?(λ
DQ
s , θ) (61a)
Te = −n∇θHDQm0?(λDQs , θ) + nıDQs
TJ2λDQs . (61b)
To study non-sinusoidal effects, we will also consider the con-
strained 0-stator subsystem, written as the purely differential
version of (45) in the form
dλ0s
dt
= v0s − vN (62a)
= −(∂λ0s∇λ0sHDQ0m0 )−1f(λDQs , λ0s, θ; vxys , Tl); (62b)
it involves the full magnetic energy HDQ0m0 (λDQ0s , θ).
A. Non-sinusoidal model
By the stator symmetry (19), HDQ0m0 is 2pi3 -periodic with
respect to θ, hence can be expanded as the Fourier series
HDQ0m0 (λDQ0s , θ) = H
DQ0
m0 (λ
DQ0
s )
+
∞∑
k=1
a3k0 (λ
DQ0
s ) cos 3kθ + b
3k
0 (λ
DQ0
s ) sin 3kθ.
This implies that vN , ıDQ0s and Te, which are derived from
HDQ0m0 , may contain only harmonics of order 3k. Besides, the
stator symmetry (21) imposes
HDQ0m0 (λDQs , λ0s) = H
DQ0
m0 (λ
DQ
s ,−λ0s)
a3k0 (λ
DQ
s , λ
0
s) = (−1)ka3k0 (λDQs ,−λ0s)
b3k0 (λ
DQ
s , λ
0
s) = (−1)kb3k0 (λDQs ,−λ0s).
Similarly, HDQm0? can be expanded as
HDQm0?(λDQs , θ) = H
DQ
m0?(λ
DQ
s )
+
∞∑
k=1
a3k0?(λ
DQ
s ) cos 3kθ + b
3k
0?(λ
DQ
s ) sin 3kθ, (63)
and
HDQm0?(λDQs ) = H
DQ
m0?(λ
DQ
s )
a3k0?(λ
DQ
s ) = (−1)ka3k0?
b3k0?(λ
DQ
s ) = (−1)kb3k0?(λDQs ).
The last two relations mean a6k+30? = b
6k+3
0? = 0, implying that
ıDQ0s and Te, which are derived from HDQm0?, may contain in
fact only harmonics of order 6k. Torque ripple at 6th times the
velocity is indeed a well-known phenomenon for AC motors,
see e.g. [15, chap. 2].
We experimentally checked the previous conclusions
about Te and vN :
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(b) Spectrum of Te.
Figure 4. Electromagnetic torque Te.
• in a first experiment, the motor was excited with a 5 Hz
sinusoidal voltage with the load machine disconnected.
The time evolution of Te and its spectrum are displayed
in Fig. 4. The main harmonic at 6ω is clearly visible; the
small-amplitude harmonics at 2ω and 3ω, not explained
by our model, are probably due to other imperfections of
the motor or the power stage
• in a second experiment, the motor (still star-connected)
was disconnected from the drive, and driven at the
(electrical) speed ω := 35 Hz by the load machine.
The phase voltage drops vabcs − vN = dλ
abc
s
dt were
recorded, and vN was computed according to (62) as
vN =
v0s√
3
− 13
(dλas
dt +
dλbs
dt +
dλcs
dt
)
, with v0s an arbitrary
constant (0 in our case); being disconnected from the
drive allows us to recover the rather small vN , which
would otherwise be partly hidden by the imperfections
of the power stage. The time evolution of vN and its
spectrum are displayed in Fig. 5. As anticipated, the main
harmonic is at 3ω.
B. Saturated model
The ripple caused by non-sinusoidal effects is usually small
with respect to the rated values, and can be neglected in
the model for control proposes. We therefore concentrate on
the fundamental term HDQm0? in the Fourrier expansion of the
magnetic energy (63); as in the unsaturated case, the rotor
is symmetric with respect to the plane defined by the D-
and 0-axes, so HDQm0? is even with respect to λQs by (26).
Following [4], we consider a perturbation of the unsaturated
model (55) in the form
HDQm0?(λDs , λQs ) =
1
2
fD(λDs − ΦM ) +
1
2
fQ
(
λQs
2)
13
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Figure 5. Potential vN of the star point.
+
1
2
fX
(
λDs − ΦM , λQs
2)
, (64)
where fD, fQ, fX are polynomials of order at most 4,
fD(ψDs ) := Γ
D
s
(
ψDs
2
+
ψDs
3
6φD1
+
ψDs
4
12φD2
2
)
fQ(λQs
2
) := ΓQs
(
λQs
2
+
λQs
4
12φQ1
2
)
fX(ψDs , λ
Q
s
2
) := ΓDs
( ψDs
2φX1
+
ψDs
2
φX2
2
)
λQs
2
,
and ψDs := λ
D
s − ΦM . The 7 parameters ΓDs , ΓQs , φD1 , φD2 ,
φQ1 , φ
X
1 and φ
X
2 have to be determined experimentally. This
model can be seen as a fourth-order Taylor expansion of the
true energy function, whereas the unsaturated model is just a
second-order expansion.
The 7 parameters were experimentally identified with signal
injection, see [4] for details about the procedure; the values are
given in table II. Fig. 6 illustrate the good agreement between
the model and the experimental data; the saturation effects
are clearly visible, though this high-end motor exhibits little
saturation compared to more standard motors.
C. The role of magnetic saturation for sensorless control
In sensorless control, the actual control input in the
model (60)-(61) is vabcs , or equivalently v
αβ
s , and the actual
measurement is ıabcs , or equivalently ı
αβ
s . At zero velocity,
there is a loss of observability, which makes the control
problem more difficult in this zone. A fairly recent but now
well-established method, called signal injection, to overcome
this problem is to use an hybrid control law of the form
vαβs := v¯s
αβ + v˜s
αβf(t),
−10 −5 5 10
−0.1
−0.05
0.05
0.1
Current (A)
Flux (Wb)
Figure 6. Experimental current-flux relations ıDs (λ
D
s − ΦM , 0) (—)
and ıQs (0, λ
Q
s ) (—) vs model (– –).
Table II
ESTIMATED PARAMETERS
Parameters of fD Parameters of fQ Parameters of fX
1
ΓDs
8.8 mH 1
Γ
Q
s
7.7 mH
φD1 0.533 Wb φ
Q
1 0.228 Wb φ
x
1 0.116 Wb
φD2 0.200 Wb φ
x
2 0.111 Wb
where v¯sαβ and v˜s
αβ are “slowly-varying” inputs, and f(t)
is a “high-frequency” periodic signal. Following the analysis
based on second-order averaging of [4], [16], the net effect of
this signal injection is to make available for use in the control
law the “virtual output”
ı˜s
αβ := ∂λDQs ı
αβ
s · R2(−θ)v˜sαβ
= ∂λDQs
(R2(θ)∇λDQs HDQ(λDQs )) · R2(−θ)v˜sαβ
= R2(θ)∂λDQs ∇λDQs HDQ(λDQs )R2(−θ)v˜s
αβ ,
where
S(θ, λDQs ) := R2(θ)∂λDQs ∇λDQs HDQ(λDQs )R2(−θ)
is the so-called saliency matrix; thanks to this extra output,
the observability problem disappears provided S effectively
depends on θ.
For an unsaturated PMSM described by (55), the saliency
matrix boils down to
R2(θ)
(
ΓDs 0
0 ΓQs
)
R2(−θ).
If the motor has little geometric saliency, as is the case for
an SPMSM, ΓDs ≈ ΓQs ; this implies S ≈ ΓDs I , i.e., S
does not depend on θ. Ignoring magnetic saturation would
lead to the wrong conclusion that such a motor cannot be
controlled by signal injection. But when saturation is taken into
account through (64), S will in general depend on θ thanks
in particular to the off-diagonal terms of ∂λDQs ∇λDQs HDQ.
Correctly describing saturation is thus paramount for operation
at low velocity, which is experimentally confirmed, see e.g. [4].
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VIII. CONCLUSION
We have proposed an approach to modeling of AC motors
entirely based on analytical mechanics, and taken into account
geometric symmetries and connection constraints in the energy
function. The approach is well-suited to handle magnetic
saturation, which is paramount in the design of sensorless
control laws are very low speed. In particular, it justifies the
fact that star-connected saturated models can be expressed in
the DQ (or dq) frame, which is not obvious though usually
taken for granted in the literature.
A further step in modeling would be to incorporate some
hysteresis effects, which seem to be the next major phe-
nomenon in AC motors without permanent magnets (SynRM
and IM) once magnetic saturation has been taken into account.
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